Bert the Turtle Says…
Joyce Gralak
“So, like Bert, you DUCK to avoid the things flying through the air and COVER to
keep from getting cut or even badly burned.” --from the Federal Civil Defense
Administration 1952 pamphlet entitled, “Bert the Turtle Says Duck and Cover” and
film simply entitled, “Duck and Cover”. The information in the pamphlet and film

Trainin

was intended to keep children safe in the event of a nuclear explosion.
Email
Emily Schleiner
Online
Acronym Shadows, Sculpture
Phone
With a flying buttress of cute cat pictures, today's social networks are the optimal
way to communicate for many people. Acronyms are 'insider speak' for many
online communities. They are also a way of being concise and playful. Viewer
can touch and contemplate how acronyms come into formation by watching the
shadows cast from this sculpture.
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Faceless Warrior
Norman Magdan, Video
With Isis using the Internet, China hacking computers and America utilizing
drones, the future of global conflict will be technological and combatants will be
faceless. Armies will inhabit windowless rooms and attack each other through
diagrams on screens. However distant devastation will be even greater and
anonymous and warriors will never face each other.

Past and Future Conditions
An art exhibition exploring the concepts of 'truth', 'knowledge' and how these concepts are affected
by conditions that change over time.

In Search of Today's Zeitgeist
This is an exhibition of artists who are highlighting paradigms in which truth and knowledge is discovered.
Some artist contemplate contemporary technologies, such as Liat Berdugo & Emily Martinez's artwork, which
parodies online purveyors of 'how-to' information in today's online environment of non-stop advertisements.
Richard Munaba's videos show lonely and humorous re-enactments of Missed Connections based on posts
to the website 'craigslist.org'. The exhibit also includes works by Jennifer Gradecki & Derek Curry, who have
created an interactive artwork that replicates techniques that intelligence agencies use to collect data.
Annamaria Gundlach and Neranza Noel Blount, on the other hand, have crafted mixed media objects on the
topic of environmental awareness in an era of disposable plastics and water contamination. Joyce Gralak's
mixed media piece uses 1950s caricatures to highlight changes in public awareness of nuclear weapons.
Robert Thompson comments on the public's awareness of health and safety in industrialized food production
with 'truthful' warning labels. Swiss artist Sarawut Chutiwongpeti explores social values in mega policies in
his mashup of flight launches, bridging generations with explosive imagery. One intricate piece by Shelley
Mangold even wrestles with the mysterious conditions of pre-historic cave people as they painted and carved
long ago. Artists of Past and Future Conditions, each in their own way have created artwork that highlights
'now' by focusing on the conditions of the past, present, or future. The exhibit also includes works by of
Marika and Leopard of Minsk, Belarus and Berlin, and by local artists Joyce Gralak, Peggy Mann, and
Christina Fowler-Graves.

Curator Bio
Emily Schleiner is a local Knoxville artist and web developer whose interest in patterns and people brings
her work into a zone of symbolic imagery, interactive installations, video sculptures, and short-films. Born in
Davis, California, she completed her MFA in Performance and Interactive Media Arts at Brooklyn College in
New York, embracing ensemble-style collaborations with artists from multiple disciplines and partaking in the
emergent creative process of group art-making.

" Ohava worked with us to
create the website we
wanted and helped us with
SEO and online
marketing. It was very
affordable, in fact the
leads and sales we've
generated within one
month of working with
them has more than paid
for their services."
Josh Patrick, Director of Sales,
Mascot Books Inc.

Detecting the Self
Christina Fowler-graves, Collage

Making Yourself
Liat Berdugo & Emily Martinez, Installation

This is a collage of “self-depiction”, with famous self-portraits, and today's
modern selfie explosion, a timeline of “selfies” to show how the cell phone has
caused this phenomenon to rapidly accelerate. Participants hold up a frame in
front of this collage and take their own selfies. Self-portrayal as art form, whether

What does artistic practice look like as we move into this new economy and
phase of global capitalism where the social-political subject turned
"entrepreneur of the self" is now being augmented into a "portfolio manager of
the self"? Finally, how can we use the sharing economy as a resource for

intentional or not, has existed for about as long as the earth is old.

developing new forms of critical art practice– as a space for
performance, production, collaboration or resistance?

Chaos Sense Delight

Crowd-Sourced Intelligence Agency (CSIA)

Marika and Leopard, Website

Jennifer Gradecki & Derek Curry, Application

Our work is based in a really close intercommunion, and we are trying to
originate our own truth, not looking for it outside. Our knowledge is torn to
shreds, stored in a special chaotic order, in random piles, waiting for the game.
But even in this form it is knowledge.

The CSIA provides users with practice-based experience with
social media dataveillance techniques so they can see the
potential problems, dangerous assumptions, or oversights
inherent in the process. We are interested in the places where assumptions
begin to break down.

Missed Connections

Future Archaeology

Richard Munaba, Video
In Missed Connections, I investigate how romance and the act of seeking love
changed from an older, real life encounter into a digitized version of that. Missed
Connections were taken from actual local missed connection posts on Craigslist
and reinterpreted. I am very interested in the poetry of some of these posts,
people can get very descriptive and intimate with the way they recount their
moments.

The Critical Time of the World Civilization

Robert Thompson, Sculpture
The fleeting passage of time, and accelerating advances in technology, force
changes in our perceptions of the value and usefulness not only of material
objects but also of our desires and our ideas of who we are. Objects such as
cell phones, which dramatically change the way we conduct our lives, quickly
become obsolete. Visualizing how our toys and tools and the identities we
seek to project -- the masks we choose to wear -- might appear as mere
relics in the not-so-distant future can provide useful perspective in our
ongoing efforts to understand ourselves.

Sarawut Chutiwongpeti, Video
In my inquiry, I am guided by the following set of questions: Are sensationsreactions to contemporary art still significant today? In what way and how can
contemporary art theory and practice address and help solve today’s global
problems? And finally, can contemporary conceptual art disclose the corrupted
social values in mega policies and create a bridge between the present and
future generations?

Man Dwarfed by Technology

Truth
Robert Thompson, Sculpture
As communication outlets proliferate and we become subject to round-theclock streams of information from every direction, information providers
(including but not limited to politicians) competing for our attention and belief
become ever more tempted to resort to misleading presentation of (or outright
abandonment of) facts.

Peggy Mann, Mixed Media

Paleo

In “Man Dwarfed by Technology” #1 printed circuit boards removed from
computers are painted black with irregular edges, for a Louise Nevelson
assemblage effect. A lone figurine painted black represents man dominated and
reduced to slave by the technology he has created. The black represents death,
eternity or completeness.

Shelley Mangold, Mixed Media

Save Room For the Ocean

Potable Glass of Water

Neranza Noel Blount, Mixed Media
The truth my piece exposes is that our oceans are being consumed by the plastic
trash discarded into it. Our society is now changing the ocean from what it was in
the past and soon it will no longer exist. It is the evident unawareness that plastic
does not biodegrade that people continue to procure it for single use and then
discard it as if it does. This piece is an attempt to communicate the serious truth
of our current situation regarding our planet. The mirror reflects who is
responsible.

These pieces are a meditations on the Paleolithic artistic Revolution, and the
conditions that lead to this revolution. Much is unknown but some things can
be guessed at. Influences also include Aztec Cosmology, seashells, and
animal skeletons.

Annamaria Gundlach, Installation
1984, Palm Beach County, Florida. In order to warn the community of a
proposal for a massive and dangerous facility that would endanger the water
quality, I and other concerned citizens dedicated an entire year of nonstop
protestation to warn the community of this disastrous plan. I was interviewed
by NPR and wrote a feature article for the Palm Beach Post with the caption:A
Potable Glass of Water, the 21st Century Dinosaur.

